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[image: An assortment of brightly coloured home products from the TESAMMANS collection such as lamps, glasses, clock and more.]
Amazing colour at an amazing price
The TESAMMANS collection is here!












IKEA Sustainability Report highlights
Taking action for the next 80 years
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[image: A yellow, white and orange floral pattern.]

Check out the latest Nytillverkad collection drop
A blast from the past






[image: A collection of plants in various pots, both hanging and on plant stands, in a room with white brick walls and large windows.]
The DAKSJUS collection
Let's get growing!





[image: A tidy organised kitchen with dark wood cabinets and white countertop and walls. ]
IKEA storage school
A simple recipe for an organised kitchen
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New work by IKEA Artist in Residence: Annie Leibovitz
How we really live at home






[image: A table set with blue and white SILVERSIDA plates and bowls.]
The SILVERSIDA series
Fantastic ceramic





[image: Collection of blue and white patterned ENTUSIASM side plates are spread out, with a white porcelain teapot in the centre.]
Style report
Classic blue & white






[image: A person wearing a beige BJÄLVEN bath robe sitting on a wooden pier, looking out across a body of deep blue water.]
World Water Day 2024
Mind the tap
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IKEA in the 80s
Design flashback!





[image: A green hallway with a yellow and terracotta PERJOHAN stool and clothes hanging on a coat rail above.]
IKEA storage school
Ideas for a more organised home






Add a little extra to your everyday
It's the small but special things that make everyday life just a bit brighter. Here are some ideas on how to treat yourself right, every day!
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	[image: Ivo stands in the kitchen preparing the breakfast tray in front of the kitchen window.]
Good morning!
Enjoy easy overnight oats
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A wild swim workout
Spend some time in nature


	[image: A man in a green sweatshirt holds a vase filled with flowers in the kitchen. He is smiling.]
Make grocery shopping special
Bring some blooms home


	[image: Rosa, Sølve and grandpa Gary prepare to dance. Rosa is recording it on her mobile.]
Wrap up the day with a smile
Dance the night away!
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It's here! Check out the new
Life at Home Report



[image: A smiling child in a white t-shirt balancing a toy on their head.]



[image: A young woman in a green vest holds a training ring in front of her. She is looking through the ring as she trains.]
The DAJLIEN collection is here!
Design your home workout





[image: A bedroom with a bed in front of a white shelving unit holding books, plants, boxes and other decorations set against a wall.]
IKEA storage school
Boost a small bedroom
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Explore our first ever
IKEA Yearbook!





[image: Six large spools of fine yellow yarn.]
The VÄXELBRUK collection
From uniforms to fresh designs






[image: Two children play in a room with green mats on the floor and toys neatly arranged on white shelving on the wall behind.]
IKEA storage school
The ABCs of children's storage






[image: A square piece of LOCKEBO worktop in a wooden box filled with sand beside a metal ball used.]
LOCKEBO worktops in recycled glass
In the test lab
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Global Refugee Forum 2023
Providing opportunities and respect






[image: Cosy, dimly lit living room with a wide sofa, coffee table decked with candles and flowers, and a paper star hanging in the window in the background.]
Cosy celebrations
A global gathering






[image: A wooden bench with storage, styled with ceramics, balls of yarn and a cushion – all in vibrant yellow.]
Warm up your home for the holidays
Cosy in the countryside
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1980 until today
KLIPPAN through the years







The IKEA Foundation
Reaching goals, together
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[image: A room with a blue floor. Orange cupboards and stools stand alongside a red modular sofa.]
Explore a colourful home
Beyond the (storage) box





[image: Red GENESÖN chairs mounted to a wall against a red-painted circle.]
A full-blast festive look
Scandi party ready!






[image: A roomset featuring brightly coloured furniture. In the background, a cat sits on a staircase.]
Vintage designs, back again!
Nytillverkad collection






[image: A light blue IKEA PS watering can.]
So, you think you're a fan?
The IKEA icons quiz!





[image: An all-pink bedroom with a pink dresser, loft bed, storage solutions and clothing, all in varying shades of pink.]
Collab with Hanna Linnéa Ryd
A pink palace fit for a queen






[image: A meatball on a fork against a white background.]
The history of a delicious icon
Great moments in meatballs





[image: Linus stands on a sidewalk next to a wall covered in graffiti. ]
Student life in Sweden
Starting small in the city






[image: Graphic prints in black and white cover the wall of Cecilia and Cédric's living room.]
Family apartment in Sweden
Packed with personality






[image: A graphic image of a map of Japan, with a blue background.]
IKEA around the world
Big in Japan





[image: A graphic map of Portugal in yellow and blue.]
IKEA around the world
Olá, Portugal!






The stories behind the products
Democratic design dispatches straight from the heart of Älmhult.
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	[image: The SYMFONISK speaker lamp with Wi-Fi and glass shade in black on a white backdrop.]
Designed by Iina Vuorivirta
SYMFONISK lamp


	[image: Close up view of a BURVIK side table's surface edge, leg and handle.]
Designed by Mikael Axelsson
BURVIK table


	[image: Close up of the BRÖNDEN rug, highlighting the different weaving techniques and contrasting colours.]
Designed by Akanksha Deo
BRÖNDEN rug


	[image: Close-up details of the RÖNNINGE chair's side profile and backrest.]
Designed by Maja Ganszyniec
RÖNNINGE chair


	[image: Elevated, close-up view of the FRÖSET chair in red-stained oak veneer with visible wood grains.]
Designed by Sarah Fager and Henrik Preutz
FRÖSET chair
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[image: A livingroom with a blue sofa, light wood dining table and chairs and two black wooden display cabinets. Two white pendant lights are hung above the dining table.]
Country living
A visit to a Swedish farmhouse






[image: Horses standing close to a remote, mountaintop road in Georgia. Puddles and dramatic clouds allude to a recent storm.]
Making design dreams come true, one project at a time
The extra mile







A world of inspiration for your home [image: IKEA Logo]
[image: Illustration of a room with IKEA products: chairs, tables, storage units, lighting and wall art] 




Toggle light switch [image: Light Switch] [image: Light Switch] Toggle light switch [image: Light Switch] [image: Light Switch] Toggle light switch [image: Light Switch] [image: Light Switch]
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